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ABSTRACT

Surface artefact collection and geophysical surveys are among the most intensively used non-destructive methods of archaeological survey in the Czech Republic. Only in a few cases, however, it has been possible to compare in detail the results of both methods, particularly in light of the small areal extents of current archaeogeophysical measurements. New possibilities for application of geophysical methods (particularly the magnetometric method) in full-scale archaeological sites now make it possible to compare these data with other large-scale realised non-destructive methods (aerial surveys or surface artefact collections). The enclosed contribution with examples from the Vraný micro-region attempt to compare the results of a systematically realised analytical surface artefact collection with new magnetometric survey results in the region. The examples should document how these two methods provide various qualitative and quantitative results and how they can complement the archaeological interpretation of the surveyed sites.

1. Introduction

The Vraný micro-region was one of the areas examined in the long-term project Ancient Landscape Reconstruction in Northern Bohemia (ALRNB; for example Zvelebil, Beneš, Kuna 1993; Zvelebil 1994). The ALRNB project ran from 1991 to 1995 as a collaboration between the Institute of Archaeology in Prague (Kuna et al.), the department in Most (Beneš et al.) and Sheffield University (Zvelebil et al.). Its aim was to trace the relationship between the settlement and landscape over a long-term perspective, from prehistory to the Early Medieval Ages. The main method of the project was surface artefact collection in two distinct areas (transects) of the northern part of Central and north-west Bohemia. The Vraný micro-region is located in the southern part of the NW-Bohemian transect.

2. Description of the terrain

The area of the research transect in NW Bohemia (50×10 km) has been divided into 7 different ecozones (Sádlo, Peške 1993). The southernmost ecozone Vransko included a border area between North and Central Bohemia dividing the upper Vltava and the lower Ohře catchment areas (for example, Beneš, Brůna, Křivánek 1993). The area around Vraný is flat, agricultural and a fairly dry region with sparse, straight streams which are cut into east-west oriented narrow valleys. The recent low density of the human settlement is concentrated along these streams and valleys. The bedrock of the micro-region around Vraný is formed by sandstones and limestones. The local landscape along the streams Vranský and Močidelský potok is formed by numerous terraces.

3. Methodology

3.1 Surface artefact collection

The analytical method of the surface artefact collection was also the main method over the entire period of the ALRNB project (1991–1995, in the NW Bohemian transect 1991–1996; see for example Kuna et al. 1993; Kuna 1994; 2000; 2008). The main reference unit was a sector, stint (sector in English terminology – see Kuna et al. 1993, Figure 6; Kuna 1994, Figure 22) – referenced area approx. 100×100 m (also the area 25×100 m during certain
detailed surveys). This area was surveyed by 5 members of a working team (20 m intervals of the artefact collectors) in a N-S or S-N orientation of surveyed lines. Approx. 50% of each chosen polygon (field) has been surveyed by this system of collection (changes of 100 m surveyed and non-surveyed field strips – traverses). A chronological and functional classification of the finds for each reference unit (sector/stint) was then carried out. In the case of the transect in NW Bohemia this classification was performed by archaeologists from the region (Beneš, Meduna, Smrž).

3.2 Geophysical survey

The results of the previous surface artefact collection during the ALRNé project and the new aerial surveys in the region of NW Bohemia initiated several geophysical measurements. There was the possibility to use additional experience with archaeogeophysical surveys of enclosed or fortified settlements in Bohemia for the survey (see for example Křivánek, Kuna 1993; Křivánek 1999; 2000; 2002; 2003; 2004a; 2004b; 2004c; 2006; Křivánek, Mařík 2009). In the case of the Vraný micro-region, magnetometric methods have been primarily conducted since 2007 (Křivánek 2008; 2010). Five different archaeological sites were surveyed in the vicinity of the Vranský potok stream east of Vraný. For magnetometric surveys of arable fields, 2 different types of magnetometers were used: a gradient variant of the caesium vapour magnetometer Smartmag SM-4g (Scintrex) and later also a 5-channel magnetometer system Magneto-Arch with fluxgate gradiometers FMG-650B (Sensys). In the case of the presented two examples, the density of the measured magnetometric data was 0.5×0.2 m.

4. Results

Two examples of archaeological sites over the left bank of the Močidelský and Vranský potok streams (Figure 1) were selected in order to compare the results of the two non-destructive methods. A small headland “Čertovka”, an Eneolithic and Únětice culture enclosed settlement site was uncovered between these two sites in the 1950s (Žebera 1992; Knor 1954; 1957a; 1966). Only one other rescue archaeological research was consequently realised near Vraný over the last decade (Tomášek 2006). The results of the surface artefact collection in this microregion revealed a quite high and variable density of prehistoric, early medieval and medieval settlements (see Figures 2 and 5).

The first archaeological site in the position “Za humny” is located on a terrace above the stream with several abandoned sandstone quarries. The terrain here creates a natural headland above the recessed sandstone valleys. Surface artefact collection was conducted on the arable

Figure 1. Location of two archaeological sites discussed in the text (1 – prehistoric polycultural settlement, 2 – Early Medieval hillfort Žižkaperk, 3 – uncovered an Eneolithic and Únětice culture enclosed settlement “Čertovka”).
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fields of the headland and in the western and northern flatter and open surroundings. More concentrated centres of various prehistoric settlements in the vicinity of the Močidelský potok stream can be identified from the map of the distribution of prehistoric finds (Figure 2). One of the most distinguished places (centres) of prehistoric settlement is situated on the monitored headland. Prehistoric settlement on the elevated terrace above the northern bank of the stream has been dated primarily to the Neolithic and from the Bronze age to the Hallstatt period (although the majority of the ceramic findings can only be classified in general as agricultural Prehistory). Based on the greater concentration of ceramic artefacts, it was assumed that the headland is also the largest concentration of settlement activities (particularly sunken objects). The possibility of enclosing the central area of the settlement could also not be excluded. A geophysical survey was conducted inside of the headland. Groups of isometric magnetic anomalies without any linear anomaly can be identified in the results of the magnetometric prospection (Figures 3 and 4). A magnetometric survey of the entire ploughed field on the headland did not confirm any enclosing or fortification of the settled area. Inside a strategic place above the stream, however, groups of different shaped magnetic anomalies were identified. More of these magnetic anomalies can probably identify sunken settlement features (possible small subrectangular houses and also small pits without a clear shape of structure), some smaller anomalies may be caused by recent metals in topsoil or local changes of soil (soil erosion) and geological bed rock. The distribution of potential sunken features is irregular although larger

Figure 2. Distribution of prehistoric findings in combination with the results of the analytical method of surface artefact collection during the ALRNB project with the terrain situation on a segment of base map 1:10 000 (12-21-06) eastern from Vraný.

Figure 3. Identification of the sunken features, irregular intensity of the polycultural prehistoric settlement without any enclosure (surveyed area: approx. 1.4 ha; geophysical survey: Křivánek 2012).
magnetic anomalies (sunken features) seem to be more concentrated near the southern edge of the terrace. Smaller anomalies seem to be more concentrated to central part of headland and could indicate different use of area (possible relics of ploughed pit alignments and/or empty area).

The second archaeological site in the position known as “Žižkaperk” or “Práče” is located on a wide forested headland. Surface artefact collection and a geophysical survey were only conducted on arable fields in the eastern and northern surroundings of the forested sandstone headland.

Figure 4. Combination of the results of the magnetometric survey with an aerial map (source: www.kontaminace.cenia.cz) of the natural headland over the left bank of the stream Močidelský potok.

Figure 5. Distribution of Early Medieval findings in combination with the results of the analytical method of the surface artefact collection during the ALRNB project with the terrain situation on a segment of base map 1:10 000 (12-21-06) eastern from Vraný.
terrace. Surface artefact collection was conducted on arable fields situated on the flat sandstone terrace. From the map of the distribution of early medieval findings, it is impossible to separate too concentrated relicts of certain early medieval activity or settlement (Figure 5). In the eastern vicinity of the forested headland, a distinguished smaller place with a concentrated early medieval settlement can only be identified. This concentration is situated near the southern edge of the elevated terrace above the northern bank of the stream. Ceramic findings were here classified from the Early Hillfort (EM-2) to the Late Hillfort (EM-4) Periods (several fragments of pottery were also classified as agricultural Prehistory). The presence of early medieval settlement in the forested headland also previously demonstrated the results of the archaeological trench of the archaeologist A. Knor in the 1950s (Knor 1955a; 1955b). Knor here assumed an Eneolithic and Early Medieval open (unfortified) settlement (Knor 1957a) although the site was not studied later by archaeologists. A new geophysical survey was conducted in the fields east and north-east of the headland (visible relics of unclear linear crop marks on new aerial photographs). Two curved linear anomalies and groups of isometric magnetic anomalies can be identified in the results of the magnetometric prospection (Figures 6 and 7). A magnetometric survey in the outer part of very probable early medieval hillfort changed previous archaeological ideas regarding the scale, extent and intensity of the fortified settlement. The result of geophysical prospection confirmed (at least) 3 different fortified parts of the hillfort. The forested central area of the hillfort on the headland (with in all probability another relict of the fortification, rampart and possible ditch) had two outer baileys. These two outer fortification systems (ditches) and settlement concentrated behind ditches in front of the headland are not visible at present on the surface of the ploughed fields. Most of magnetic anomalies can here probably identify sunken settlement features (mainly Early Medieval settlement but we cannot exclude also some prehistoric settlement activity), some smaller and high magnetic anomalies may be caused also by burned materials, relics of production features or recent metals. The turning of linear magnetic anomaly from outer ditch to east direction could indicate some entrance to hillfort or modern communication (local sandstone quarries).

Figure 6. Identification of two unknown outer baileys of the early medieval hillfort with the inner settlement (surveyed area: approx. 3.1 ha; geophysical survey: Křivánek 2012).

Figure 7. Combination of the results of the magnetometric survey with an aerial map (source: www.kontaminace.cenia.cz) of the wide forested headland over the left bank of the stream Vranský potok.
5. Discussion

The two selected examples represent a simple way of comparing the results of systematic surface artefact collection and geophysical measurements of the same sites. With regard to the results of the new geophysical measurements, the results of earlier realised surface artefact collection have a low density of data. The system of collection (changes of 100 m of the surveyed and non-surveyed field strips - traverses) and the size of the reference unit (stint 100×100 m) can also be seen as a disadvantage for more accurate identification of the spatial distribution of the findings. On the other hand, the results of the system of collection during the ALRN B project in the case of Vraný both identified here represented archaeological sites. It is only a matter of how the results of surface artefact collection reflect dating, spatial distribution and intensity of settlement and also how are affected by often complicated archaeological transformations (for more see for example Benes 1998; Smrž, Kuna, Káčerik 2011). The results here could indicate the possible extent of anthropogenic activities or settlement but also variable level of preservation of subsurface layers due to ploughing, soil erosion or other modern changes of landscape and land use. The results of the magnetometric surveys consequently confirmed different types of settlement activity (a polycultural prehistoric settlement area without an enclosure and an early medieval hillfort). The magnetometric survey here also identified places and areas of sunken probably settlement features but some parts of measured areas could be also affected by agricultural activity, soil erosion and landscape changes (abandoned quarries, ploughed roads, parcelations,…). Clear and complete pit alignments documenting houses or only near surface settlement remains were not distinguished on the arable fields. The wide distribution of ceramic findings (and narrow distribution of identified sunken features) could be at present also affected by long-term ploughing, medieval or modern soil re-deposition and/or fertilization of fields.

6. Conclusion

The examples of a combination of two non-destructive methods in the Vraný micro-region reveal how positive results for the possible extent of anthropogenic activities or settlement but also variable level of preservation of subsurface layers due to ploughing, soil erosion or other modern changes of landscape and land use. The results of the magnetometric surveys consequently confirmed different types of settlement activity (a polycultural prehistoric settlement area without an enclosure and an early medieval hillfort). The magnetometric survey here also identified places and areas of sunken probably settlement features but some parts of measured areas could be also affected by agricultural activity, soil erosion and landscape changes (abandoned quarries, ploughed roads, parcelations,…). Clear and complete pit alignments documenting houses or only near surface settlement remains were not distinguished on the arable fields. The wide distribution of ceramic findings (and narrow distribution of identified sunken features) could be at present also affected by long-term ploughing, medieval or modern soil re-deposition and/or fertilization of fields.
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